VVC/H.266
Improved compression and visual quality for broadcast and OTT

THE NEXT BIG CODEC: VERSATILE VIDEO CODEC (VVC/H.266)
As the delivery of digital video continues to evolve, so do its underlying technologies. VVC (Versatile Video Codec) is the next big codec to support this evolution. With maximized visual quality and the advent of higher resolution, the VVC standard produces a codec adapted to the changing ways video is and will be created and consumed, helping to future-proof your digital video infrastructure.

The MainConcept VVC/H.266 Encoder & Decoder SDKs allow industry professionals access to the cutting edge of video processing. With compression improvements up to 40%, VVC enables a wide variety of use cases and opens a path to cost-efficient and effective production workflows.

CLOUD-ENABLED VVC LIVE
From day 1 of implementation, MainConcept VVC supports real-time 8K60 streaming. Cloud-enabled live streaming is just one of the many use cases made better with VVC. With it, you get greatly improved immersive visual quality in more live channels, enabling countless use cases for broadcasting and streaming.

READY FOR TODAY, BUILT FOR TOMORROW
The MainConcept VVC codec was engineered with 8K in mind but is flexible enough to efficiently handle 4K and lower resolutions. Although the move to full 8K may be a few years away, numerous applications for 8K have already been tested and are being implemented and others are quickly evolving. MainConcept VVC enables you to easily process across the resolution ladders.

USE CASES FOR VVC: VERSATILE BARELY BEGINS TO COVER IT!
There is a reason the name of this powerful codec standard starts with the word “versatile.” The advanced compression capability that results in smaller file sizes extends its functionality—taking it from typical media and entertainment use cases (broadcasting, OTT streaming and production) to a wide swath of traditional verticals (medical, digital signage) to the new and quickly evolving areas such as ad tech, gaming, virtual and extended reality. And in every use case, the MainConcept VVC/H.266 SDK is poised to bring you the quality, performance and reliability we have delivered for the past three decades.

THE NEXT BIG CODEC

UP TO 40% IMPROVEMENT IN COMPRESSION
VVC brings you cost-efficient production workflows

IMMERSIVE VISUAL QUALITY
OTT, Broadcast, Internet or mobile—crisp images immerse your viewer in the experience

UP TO 8K STREAMING
Stream across resolutions without worry as VVC future-proofs your platform

KEY FEATURES
• Real-time 8K60 live streaming
• Cloud-enabled VVC live
• State-of-the-art compression capability

OPTIMIZE WITH MAINCONCEPT PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

OPERATING SYSTEM
• Microsoft® Windows® 10 (64-bit)
• Apple Intel macOS 10.15 (Catalina), Apple M1 macOS 11 (Big Sur) or newer (64-bit)
• Linux RedHat, CentOS 7.9 (64-bit)
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FEATURES

Encoder

- Live & VOD 4:2:0 8- or 10-bit in up to 8K
- HDR signaling
- New coding tools for up to 8K resolution
- MPEG-2 TS & MP4 multiplexing
- MPEG-DASH output & MPD generation
- Coming Soon:
  - GPU acceleration
  - SABET (Multi-layer)

Decoder

- 4:2:0 10-bit real-time playback
- 8K, 4K, 1080p

PACKAGES

- VVC/H.266 Encoder SDK
  VVC Encoder SDK with VVC Encoder, AAC Audio Encoder, Fraunhofer AAC Audio Encoder, MP4 Multiplexer, MPEG-2 TS Multiplexer, MPD Generator
- VVC/H.266 Decoder SDK
  VVC Decoder, AAC Audio Decoder, MP4 Demultiplexer, MPEG-2 TS Demultiplexer
- VVC/H.266 Encoder Plugin for FFmpeg
  MainConcept is bringing the power of VVC to FFmpeg. See our FFmpeg Plugin page for more information.

ABOUT MAINCONCEPT

MainConcept provides audio and video codec solutions that fuel creativity and business across the globe—from professional video production, multimedia, broadcast, digital signage, and gaming to the medical and security verticals. Our software development kits, transcoding applications and plugins deliver the simplicity you need with the customer experience you deserve. Since 1993, MainConcept codecs have been used by hundreds of organizations including Adobe, Autodesk, Corel, Dalet, Encoding.com, Endeavor Streaming, Grass Valley, Intel, MAGiX, Nikon, PlayBox Neo, Soliton and Wowza. For more information, visit www.mainconcept.com.